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Dynamics of the epigenetic landscape during erythroid differentiation after GATA1 restoration
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Interplays among lineage-specific nuclear proteins, chromatin modifying enzymes, and the basal transcription machinery govern cellular differentiation, but their dynamics of action and coordination with transcriptional control are not fully understood. Alterations in chromatin structure appear to establish a permissive state for gene activation at some loci, but they play an integral role in activation at other loci. To determine the predominant roles of chromatin states and factor occupancy in directing gene regulation during differentiation, we mapped chromatin accessibility, histone modifications, and nuclear factor occupancy genome-wide during mouse erythroid differentiation dependent on the master regulatory transcription factor GATA1. Notably, despite extensive changes in gene expression, the chromatin state profiles (proportions of a gene in a chromatin state dominated by activating or repressive histone modifications) and accessibility remain largely unchanged during GATA1-induced erythroid differentiation. In contrast, gene induction and repression are strongly associated with changes in patterns of transcription factor occupancy. Our results indicate that during erythroid differentiation, the broad features of chromatin states are established at the stage of lineage commitment, largely independently of GATA1. These determine permissiveness for expression, with subsequent induction or repression mediated by distinctive combinations of transcription factors.

[Supplemental material is available for this article.]

Cellular differentiation is largely driven by regulating cohorts of genes so that they are expressed at the proper time and in appropriate amounts (Davidson and Erwin 2006). Regulation is exerted by the actions of transcription factors that bind to specific DNA sequences in cis-regulatory modules (CRMs), such as promoters and enhancers. Chromatin containing active CRMs is in an open or accessible configuration, leading to DNase hypersensitivity (Gross and Garrard 1988). Active modules are associated with distinctive histone modifications, including trimethylation of histone H3 lysine 4 (H3K4me3) for promoters and monomethylation of the same amino acid (H3K4me1) for enhancers (The ENCODE Project Consortium 2007; Heintzman et al. 2007). In contrast, chromatin associated with inactive genes is frequently marked by the histone modification H3K27me3, catalyzed by the Polycomb repressor complex 2 (Muller et al. 2002) or by H3K9me3, a modification associated with heterochromatin (Schotta et al. 2002).

Whether chromatin alterations precede or are part of the mechanisms for gene activation (or repression) is not fully understood, despite extensive study (Groudine and Weintraub 1981; Barton and Crowe 2001; Pop et al. 2010). Many co-activators and co-repressors catalyze the deposition or removal of histone modifications, implicating chromatin modifications and nucleosome remodeling as mechanisms that influence gene expression (Felsenfeld and Groudine 2003). Some nuclear proteins appear to act as “pioneer” factors, initiating a sequence of events that modulate expression of target genes, often by recruiting co-activators or co-repressors that alter covalent modifications on histone tails and/or remodel nucleosomes (Heinz et al. 2010; Smale 2010). In
other cases, transcription factors bind to DNA in chromatin already containing activating histone modifications (He et al. 2010) and accessibility to nucleases (John et al. 2011). The order of events in gene activation can vary between individual loci and between different cell types (Kadam et al. 2000; Narlikar et al. 2002; John et al. 2008). How these events are controlled and coordinated at multiple loci during normal and pathological cellular differentiation is poorly understood.

Red blood cell development (erythropoiesis) has long served as a system for analyzing gene regulation during tissue differentiation. During erythropoiesis, immature lineage-committed progenitor cells change dramatically, acquiring a characteristic morphology, removing or degrading most organelles, and establishing a distinct transcriptional program largely dedicated to the production and maintenance of hemoglobin. These events proceed relatively synchronously and can be recapitulated in vitro, making it possible to correlate changes in gene expression with global dynamics of chromatin structure and other epigenetic features in order to determine the order and interdependency of events. (We use the term “epigenetic” to refer to biochemical changes in chromatin associated with specific DNA sequences, including histone modifications, DHSs, RNA, and transcription factor occupancy; Goldberg et al. 2007.) Erythroid differentiation is critically dependent on the transcription factor GATA1. Gata1-null mouse embryos die of severe anemia with arrested maturation of pro-erythroblasts (Weiss et al. 1994), and germline GATA1 gene mutations cause dyserthropoietic anemia in humans (Nichols et al. 2000). The related protein GATA2, which recognizes similar DNA binding motifs (WGATAR) (Yamamoto et al. 1990; Ko and Engel 1993), is an important regulator of hematopoietic differentiation in stem and multipotential progenitor cells (Leonard et al. 1993; Tsai et al. 1994). TAL1 is a basic helix-loop-helix protein (bHLH) required for several hematopoietic lineages, including erythroid. TAL1 binds DNA as a heterodimer with other bHLH proteins and also forms a multiprotein complex with GATA1/GATA2, LMO2, LDB1 (Wadman et al. 1997), and other proteins (Wilson et al. 2010). Several CRMs act as switches in gene expression during erythropoiesis, with the shift from induction to repression determined by replacement of GATA2 by GATA1 at the same binding site (Martowicz et al. 2005; Jing et al. 2008).

Recently, the occupancy of DNA segments by transcription factors including GATA1, GATA2, and TAL1 have been mapped over the entire erythroid genome or on a large collection of erythroid genes in the mouse and human (Cheng et al. 2009; Fujiwara et al. 2009; Steiner et al. 2009; Tripic et al. 2009; Wilson et al. 2009, 2010; Yu et al. 2009; Zhang et al. 2009; Kassoul et al. 2010; Soler et al. 2010; Tallack et al. 2010). These studies have refined the sequence motifs and chromatin determinants of occupancy, have associated gene induction with binding by GATA1 along with TAL1 and other erythroid transcription factors proximal to the gene, and have implicated changes in the composition of multiprotein complexes as determinants of positive versus negative regulation.

While these studies provide a detailed view of DNA occupancy by some hematopoietic transcription factors, they do not address globally the roles of changes in chromatin structure and transcription factor binding in regulation of gene expression during erythroid differentiation. In fact, changes in chromatin structure affect different aspects of the regulatory mechanisms at the most intensively studied erythroid loci. Chromatin alterations are part of the mechanism for the activation of beta-globin gene loci (Letting et al. 2003; Pop et al. 2010), but the chromatin accessibility of alpha-globin gene loci is established in erythroid progenitors, making the locus permissive for subsequent activation (Anguita et al. 2004).

Our goal is to determine which pathways are followed by the thousands of genes induced and repressed during erythropoiesis. To this end, we have examined the dynamics of histone modification, DNase accessibility, and occupancy by three critical erythroid transcription factors (GATA1, TAL1, and GATA2) during erythroid differentiation. We studied these features in a genetic knock-out and rescue system that allows us to examine GATA1-dependent epigenetic events during erythropoiesis. The cell line G1E, derived from in vitro differentiated Gata1-null mouse ES cells, proliferates as committed erythroid progenitors and undergoes terminal differentiation upon restoration of Gata1 expression (Weiss et al. 1997; Welch et al. 2004). The subline G1E-ER4 expresses an estrogen-activated Gata1-estrogen receptor (ER) transgene. Thus, treatment with estradiol induces synchronous differentiation of G1E-ER4 cells with signature changes in morphology and gene expression that largely recapitulate normal erythropoiesis (Welch et al. 2004; Cheng et al. 2009). The new data allow us to deduce global trends in the mechanisms of erythroid gene induction and repression via chromatin effects and transcription factor binding.

Results

Epigenetic features determined during erythroid differentiation

Previous studies have shown similar cellular phenotypes between G1E cells and erythroid progenitors and between G1E-ER4 cells treated with estradiol (G1E-ER4+E2 cells) and differentiating erythroblasts (Grass et al. 2003; Welch et al. 2004; Munugalavadia et al. 2005; Cheng et al. 2009), with differentiation accompanied by repression of genes needed for proliferation and induction of genes responsible for hemoglobin production and rearrangement of the red cell cytoskeleton (Supplemental Fig. 1). A comprehensive comparison of RNA-seq data reveals substantial similarity of the transcriptomes between G1E cells and erythroid progenitors isolated from mouse fetal liver, and also between G1E-ER4+E2 cells and fetal liver erythroblasts (Pilon et al. 2011).

Thus, we examined epigenetic features that modulate gene expression during erythroid differentiation in the G1E system. We employed three classes of sequence census methods (Wold and Myers 2009) across the mouse genome (Table 1): (1) DNase-seq to determine the segments of the mouse genome hypersensitive to DNase (Boyle et al. 2008a); (2) ChIP-seq with antibodies specific to the histone modifications H3K4me3, H3K4me1, H3K27me3, or H3K9me3; and (3) ChIP-seq with antibodies specific to the hematopoietic transcription factors TAL1 and GATA2 to determine occupied DNA segments, in addition to previously published occupancy by GATA1 (Cheng et al. 2009). These features were mapped comprehensively in the genomes of G1E cells and G1E-ER4+E2 cells, allowing us to examine their dynamics in a model for erythroid differentiation from progenitors to erythroblasts. Epigenetic features in these cells can be compared clearly, whereas the uninduced G1E-ER4 cell line does show some occupancy by GATA1-ER at specific sites prior to induction (Wang et al. 2006; Cheng et al. 2008). We analyzed these features with respect to the expression profiles of annotated genes across a detailed time course of estradiol-induced differentiation in G1E-ER4 cells (Cheng et al.
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2009). The epigenetic features in G1E cells can be linked with the expression profiles in uninduced G1E-ER4 cells because the morphology and phenotypes of the cell lines are similar, growing in a factor-dependent manner and blocked from differentiation. Furthermore, the genome-wide expression profiles are quite similar between G1E cells and uninduced G1E-ER4 cells (Pearson's R = 0.83, P-value < 2.2 × 10^{-16}), and notable erythroid genes have very similar expression levels (Supplemental Material; Supplemental Fig. 2). Likewise, the expression profiles are similar between the 24-h and 30-h time points for induced G1E-ER4 cells (Pearson's R = 0.84, P-value < 2.2 × 10^{-16}), much more so than in comparisons with the prepro-B-lymphocyte line CH12 (Supplemental Fig. 2). Thus, it is also reasonable to link the epigenetic marks in G1E-ER4 cells induced for 24 h with the expression levels at 30 h. 

The high quality of the data is supported by multiple lines of evidence. The antibodies are specific (Supplemental Fig. 3A). Samples were sequenced to high coverage in replicates (Table 1; Supplemental Table 2), and a high proportion of the peaks overlap between replicates (60%-90% for most) (Supplemental Table 3). The number of mapped reads in the peaks of transcription factor occupancy was much higher than the background (Supplemental Fig. 3B). These peaks were highly enriched in DNase hypersensitive sites (DHSSs), both in the full set (Table 1) and in the top 100,000 DHSSs (Supplemental Table 2). The suite of mapped epigenetic features captured a large fraction of a reference set of 134 previously published erythroid CRMs (Table 1; Supplemental Table 1), including well-known CRMs in the Hbb and HbB loci encoding alpha-globins and beta-globins (Fig. 1). The peaks of transcription factor occupancy overlap substantially with recently published genome-wide maps for GATA1 and TAL1 in other erythroid cells (Wilson et al. 2009, 2010; Yu et al. 2009; Kassouf et al. 2010; Soler et al. 2010) and of histone modifications on mouse chromosome 7 (Supplemental Fig. 4; Supplemental Table 2; Zhang et al. 2009).

Most responsive genes are in accessible chromatin prior to activation of GATA1-ER

Mouse genes were partitioned into three categories based on their mode of regulation by GATA1 in G1E-ER4 cells. By using data from Affymetrix gene arrays (Cheng et al. 2009), we identified 2773 induced genes and 3555 repressed genes (false-disclosure rate [FDR] threshold 0.001) (Benjamini and Hochberg 1995) and classified 3481 genes as nonresponsive based on a less than 1.1-fold change in expression. In addition, genes whose hybridization intensity level fell below a log2 of 4 (exemplified by the muscle-specific gene Myod1) (Fig. 2A) were considered nonexpressed.

One model for gene activation is that the chromatin packaging changes from a closed, repressive conformation to an open, accessible one coincident with initiation of transcription. This model would only apply to induced genes with minimal expression prior to activation. However, in the G1E cell system, only a small minority of induced genes change from an unexpressed, silent state to a highly expressed state. Figure 2A shows the distribution of genes as a function of their level of expression prior to activation of GATA1-ER. The bimodal distribution covers nonexpressed genes at the low end and then a broad range of expression values. Most nonresponsive genes were in the nonexpressed zone, while the vast majority of GATA1-responsive genes were expressed at appreciable levels prior to activation of GATA1-ER (Fig. 2A), including both induced and repressed genes (Fig. 2B, C, respectively). Only a small subset of induced genes showed low expression before GATA1 activation. These generated the decline in the left shoulder of the distribution in Figure 2B; the number of inducible genes in the unexpressed zone declined over the differentiation time course, but they were a minority of the induced genes. Conversely, most repressed genes were not fully silenced over the same time course (Fig. 2C). 

Examination of individual genes showed that changes in expression were not accompanied by large-scale changes in epige-
Genetic features. The genes Zfpml1 and Alas2 were expressed at modest levels prior to induction by GATA1 (Fig. 2B). They were bound at multiple CRMs by GATA2 and TAL1 in G1E cells, and GATA2 was replaced by GATA1 with retention of TAL1 in G1E-ER4 +E2 cells (Fig. 2D; Supplemental Fig. 5 for Alas2). The CRMs were hypersensitive to DNase I in both cell lines, and the pattern of the activating histone modifications H3K4me1, H3K4me3, and H3K27me3 changed little. Both genes had very low levels of the Polycomb repressive mark H3K27me3 in both cell lines (Fig. 2D; Supplemental Fig. 5). Notably, a similar situation was observed for two genes, Efb4.9 and Tubb1, that were classified as unexpressed in G1E cells but were strongly induced in G1E-ER+E2 cells (Fig. 2B). While they had no GATA2 bound in G1E cells, consistent with their low level of expression, they retained TAL1 after GATA1 bound to the CRMs (Fig. 2D). Importantly, the CRMs were marked by DHSs and H3K4me1 in the G1E-ER4 +E2 cells. Hence, chromatin was already accessible prior to induction by GATA1. Upon induction, the level of H3K4me3 increased dramatically at the promoters for these two genes, but not for the genes Zfpml1 and Alas2 discussed above. The erythroid promoter for Efpml1 showed a replacement of the repressive H3K27me3 modification with the activating H3K4me3 upon induction, but this took place in DNase-accessible chromatin (Fig. 2D).

Four examples of GATA1-repressed genes (Fig. 2C) showed occupancy of CRMs by GATA2 and TAL1 in the proliferating pro-
genitor cells in which they were expressed (G1E), followed by loss of TAL1 upon replacement of GATA2 by GATA1, leading to repression in the differentiating erythroblasts (G1E-ER4 + E2 cells) (Fig. 2E; Supplemental Fig. 5 for Rgs18). As expected, the CRMs were in DHSs and were associated with chromatin methylated at H3K4 in G1E cells. The levels of H3K4 methylation did not change appreciably and the DHSs retained some sensitivity after repression in the G1E-ER4 + E2 cells (Fig. 2E). Importantly, the repressed genes were not covered either by the Polycomb modification H3K27me3 or by H3K9me3, at least over the time frame examined.

Chromatin states distinguish active from silenced genes but not induced from repressed

In order to analyze the chromatin states of all responsive genes during GATA1-induced differentiation, we segmented the genome based on the histone modifications in the two cell lines. As illustrated for the Ank1 locus, portions of a gene can be covered by H3K27me3 (in this case likely preventing expression from the non-erythroid promoter), other portions can be covered by H3K9me3 or by H3K4 methylation, and yet others can have very low signal (Fig. 3A). Because any DNA segment can be in chromatin with
more than one histone modification, we employed a genome-wide segmentation program based on a multivariate hidden Markov model (HMM) (Ernst and Kellis 2010). The HMM was learned jointly from the four histone modifications and the input (background control) in the G1E and G1E-ER4+E2 cell lines. A six-state model was found to resolve three states with activating histone modifications.

Figure 3. Segmentation of the mouse erythroid genome based on chromatin modifications. (A) Patterns of histone modifications around the Ank1 gene, showing repression of a nonerythroid promoter by the Polycomb mark H3K27me3 and presence of the erythroid promoter in a state enriched in the trithorax marks H3K4me3 and H3K4me1. (B) The six chromatin states emitted by the model computed by the segmentation program; the emission spectrum for the four modifications and the “input” DNA is listed in the matrix. (C) The proportion of each state on the genome in the two cell lines. (D) Changes in chromatin state between G1E and G1E-ER4+E2 cells for DNA segments occupied by GATA1 in the latter cells. Each GATA1 occupied segment was assigned to the predominant chromatin state in each cell line. The numbers of GATA1 occupied segments that do not change chromatin state are shown in the green cells, those that shift from an active state (state 1 or 2) to an inactive state (state 3–6) are in teal, and those that shift from inactive to active are in orange.
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modifications: state 1 emitting mostly H3K4me3 and H3K4me1 (referred to subsequently as the K4me3me1 state) and state 2 emitting mostly H3K4me1 (K4me1 state), along with a bivalent state 3 emitting both H3K4me1 and H3K27me3 (Bernstein et al. 2006). Additional states are dominated by the repressive H3K27me3 modification (state 4 or K27me3 state) or by H3K9me3 (state 5), while state 6 has low emission probabilities for any of the four modifications (Fig. 3A,B). A large majority of the genome was in the low-modification state 6 in both cell lines (Fig. 3C). Segmentation with a larger number of states simply added states with emission probability spectra similar to those in the six-state model without better resolution of the two activating states (Supplemental Fig. 6). As expected, states 1, 2, and 3, characterized by H3K4 methylation (including the bivalent state), were enriched in DHSs (using the top 100,000 DHSs), while both states 5 and 6 were depleted in them (Supplemental Fig. 7A). Despite the fact that the H3K27me3 mark is associated with transcriptionally inactive chromatin, the DNA in states 4 was actually enriched in DHSs. A large majority of the DNA segments to which GATA1 binds in G1E-ER4+E2 cells were already in an active chromatin state (Fig. 3D), and 9788 (85%) of them were already in DHSs in G1E cells, prior to binding GATA1. Thus the active chromatin state for GATA1 occupancy was already present in the progenitor cells—prior to the restoration of the transcription factor.

The segmentations based on histone modification status were used to determine the profile of chromatin states for each gene neighborhood. The gene neighborhood is defined as the DNA segment extending from 10 kb upstream (with respect to transcriptional orientation) of the transcription start site (TSS) to 10 kb downstream from the polyA-addition site (Cheng et al. 2009). The fraction of a gene neighborhood assigned to each of the six states of the HMM constitutes a chromatin state profile for the gene. The distributions of these profiles for the 15,960 genes whose expression levels were analyzed through the course of differentiation of G1E-ER4 cells (Cheng et al. 2009) were visualized by portraying each profile as a thin vertical bar with up to six colors, representing the fraction of the neighborhood in each state (Fig. 4). Each gene was placed into one of six bins based on its expression level prior to activation of the G1E-ER4 cells; genes with an expression level below a log2 of 4 were considered silent, and each bin of expressed genes covers two units of log2 expression level (4–6, 6–8, etc.) (Fig. 4, bottom). Within each bin, the profiles for the genes were placed in ascending order based on their chromatin state coverage. This ordering revealed the range of chromatin state profiles for a particular expression category.

The silent genes fell into five categories distinguished by the distributions of chromatin state profiles. One category (mostly gray in Fig. 4) was dominated by the very low signal state 6. Based on the depletion of this state for DHSs (Supplemental Fig. 7A), these genes are likely to be in heterochromatin, and they are not subject to the four histone modifications studied here. Two categories are dominated by either H3K9me3 or the Polycomb mark H3K27me3; these comprise the clusters of green or blue gene neighborhoods, respectively, in the silent partition (Fig. 4). These genes were subject to modification, but by different histone methyl transferases in each category, in contrast to the silent genes in the very low signal state 6. Yet another category of silent genes showed a combination of the H3K27me3 state and the bivalent state 3.

A fifth category of genes silent in uninduced G1E-ER4 cells had notable coverage by the K4me3me1 and the K4me1 states 1

Figure 4. Coverage of gene neighborhoods by chromatin states. The fraction of each gene neighborhood covered by each chromatin state (red for the H3K4me1,3-dominated state 1, yellow for the H3K4me1-dominated state 2, purple for the H3K4me1,K27me3-dominated state 3, blue for the H3K27me3-dominated state 4, green for the H3K9me3-dominated state 5, and gray for the low signal state 6) is graphed for G1E cells (top panel) and G1E-ER4+E2 cells (middle panel). For each gene, the expression level is shown as a purple dot, and the change in expression during differentiation is shown as a bar in the third panel (red for induced, blue for repressed, yellow for no change, and gray for other). The gene neighborhoods are partitioned by their level of expression into bins covering two log2 expression levels, except the first bin, which includes all levels less than log2 of 4. Within each expression bin, the genes are ordered first by coverage by state 1 and then by coverage by state 3, state 4, state 5, and state 6.
and 2, along with the K27me3 state 4 (labeled “antagonists” in Fig. 4). While these were in the “off” partition because of their very low expression level at 0 h, some of them (including Epb4.9 and Tubb1) (Fig. 2D) were highly induced by GATA1 (red vertical lines in the bottom panel of Fig. 4). Genes with the chromatin state profiles in this “antagonist” category have portions of the gene neighborhood in states dominated by the activating H3K4 methylation but other portions in the state dominated by the repressive Polycomb mark. This contrasts with the gene in the “Pe+bivalents” category because DNA in the bivalent state 3 is in chromatin methylated on both H3K4 and H3K27 (Bernstein et al. 2006). Upon activation of GATA1-ER, a few of these genes showed some of the largest fold-changes for induction.

The chromatin state profiles for expressed genes were dominated by the K4me3me1 state 1 and the K4me1 state 2 (Fig. 4, top). Importantly, these profiles did not distinguish genes that were expressed at different levels. The range of chromatin state profiles was similar in each expression level bin, and the distribution of profiles did not differ substantially for highly expressed genes versus those with lower levels of expression (e.g., distribution of profiles for the log2 6–8 bin was very similar to that for the log2 10–12 bin in Fig. 4).

This analysis of the distribution of chromatin state profiles across expression categories showed that histone modifications distinguish most of the silent genes from the expressed genes. In fact, the greatest diversity of chromatin state profiles was found within the silent genes, with distinct categories dominated by the Polycomb mark, by H3K9me3, by a combination of Polycomb and bivalents, or by a very low signal state. In contrast, all the expressed genes had substantial signal for H3K4me3 and H3K4me1, and the range of chromatin state profiles was quite similar for all levels of expression above the “silenced” threshold.

The distributions of chromatin state profiles for the gene neighborhoods rarely changed dramatically between the G1E progenitor cell and differentiating cells. The chromatin state profiles were computed for each neighborhood in the G1E-ER4+E2 cells, which differentiated to polychromatophilic erythroblasts. When these profiles were presented in the same gene order as the profiles in G1E cells, little difference was seen (Fig. 4, middle), while the chromatin state profile changed for some individual genes, such as the induced genes Hbb-b1 (Fig. 1) and Btg2 (Supplemental Fig. 5C), the vast majority remained basically unaltered. We searched more carefully for evidence of change in chromatin state profiles by applying principal component analysis to reduce the six dimensions of the chromatin state profile to two components representing 65% of the variation for each cell line (Supplemental Table 4). The distribution of genes on the plane of each principal component again showed little change in chromatin state profiles between the two cell lines for induced and repressed genes (Supplemental Fig. 8A,B). Furthermore, we reanalyzed the chromatin state profiles, defining them based on the amount (as opposed to fraction) of DNA in each state, to avoid any effect of genes in a given expression bin having a bias in gene lengths. The observed trends were very similar to those reported in Figure 4 for fractional coverage, showing that the results are robust to the effect of variation in gene length (Supplemental Fig. 9). When we consider in our analysis of the distribution of chromatin state profiles only genes whose expression is regulated by GATA1 and that are bound by GATA1 in their gene neighborhood, again we fail to see a dramatic change upon differentiation (Supplemental Fig. 10). We also examined the distribution of coverage of gene neighborhoods by each state as a function of expression level, and the same trends were seen in the aggregated data (Supplemental Fig. 11).

**Induction and repression are not accompanied by large changes in magnitude of epigenetic signals**

While the chromatin state profiles did not differ significantly with expression level of genes, we hypothesized that the amount of the histone modifications, especially around the TSS, may vary with expression level. Indeed, when the 15,960 genes are clustered by the four histone modification signals at their promoters, we confirm a strong relationship between histone modifications and gene expression levels, with levels of H3K4me3 positively correlated with expression levels (Supplemental Fig. 12). Some individual genes also show an increase in H3K4me3 at their promoters upon induction, in particular Hbb-b1 (Fig. 1B), Epb4.9, and Tubb1 (Fig. 2D). However, no significant correlation was found between the changes in histone modification and changes in expression when examined globally (Supplemental Fig. 13).

Given the very strong positive correlation between levels of H3K4me3 at promoters and the gene expression level, it was initially surprising to find that induction and repression were not strongly associated with increase or decrease in H3K4 trimethylation, particularly since the genes mentioned above did show an increase in this modification with induction. Therefore, we examined the profiles of DNase hypersensitivity and histone modifications at higher resolution (10-bp bins) over a wider region (10 kb centered on the TSS) in both the progenitor cell and the differentiating cell models, grouping genes by expression levels within the three response categories (induced, repressed, and nonresponsive). The resulting heatmaps (Fig. 5) confirmed that actively expressed genes had high levels of trimethylation of H3K4 and were marked by DHSs, regardless of their response category. However, the levels of the histone modifications and DNase hypersensitivity did not change substantially upon induction or repression.

Within each response category, the regions around the TSSs showed distinct patterns in the epigenetic profiles. For expressed genes, the 10 kb around the TSS was broadly modified by H3K4 monomethylation, rising to peaks on either side of the TSS. Between the peaks of H3K4me1 was a biphasic peak of H3K4me3, likely reflecting a conversion from monomethylation to trimethylation of H3K4 at the TSS. The biphasic peak for H3K4me3 was asymmetric, with stronger enrichment just downstream from the TSS than upstream. The level of H3K4me3 decreased in a short interval just before the TSS, which was also a peak for DNase hypersensitivity. This likely corresponds to a nucleosome-depleted region. For genes expressed at a low level, very little DNase hypersensitivity or H3K4 methylation was seen, but instead, H3K27me3 or H3K9me3 was the dominant mark. The H3K27me3 modification expanded across the 10 kb around the TSS in the differentiating G1E-ER4+E2 cells. However, these patterns distinguished levels of expression, not response category or direction of response—the patterns were the same for induced or repressed genes.

**Interplay between GATA1 and TAL1 is a major determinant of induction versus repression**

Several recent studies reported that genes induced by GATA1 tend to be jointly occupied by both GATA1 and TAL1, whereas GATA1-repressed genes have lost or lowered levels of TAL1 (Wozniak et al. 2008; Cheng et al. 2009; Tripic et al. 2009; Soler et al. 2010). We analyzed the dynamics of occupancy of genes by GATA2,
GATA1, and TAL1 in G1E and G1E-ER4+E2 cells to determine how frequently this paradigm holds. After partitioning genes into the three response categories (induced, repressed, or nonresponsive), we tabulated the occurrence of peaks for GATA2 in G1E cells, GATA1 in G1E-ER4+E2 cells, and TAL1 in either cell line within the neighborhood of each gene. Occupancy of the gene by two or more different proteins was interpreted as joint occupancy. While this approach did not require co-occupancy of the same segment of DNA, most of the genes with joint occupancy had multiple CRMs that were co-occupied, as illustrated by the cases of the induced gene Zipml1 and the repressed gene Kit (Supplemental Fig. 14). We made no distinction between joint occupancy at a single DNA segment or multiple DNA segments per gene, but the latter occurred more frequently.

The association of GATA1-TAL1 co-occupancy with induction is highly robust, and it can account for most of the induced genes. Examining the 100 most highly induced genes, we found that 86 were bound by GATA1 (Fig. 6, group 1), and 75 of these were jointly occupied by GATA1 and TAL1 (87%; group 4). Thus the vast majority of the strongly GATA1-induced genes appear to be controlled, at least in part, locally by GATA1 in concert with TAL1. Furthermore, our ChIP-seq data sets revealed the dynamics of binding of transcription factors to the genes. Of the 86 induced genes under local control by GATA1, at least 40 (46%) were occupied by GATA2 in G1E cells (group 3). (We note that this should be considered a lower bound estimate; see Supplemental Material.) Of those, at least 31 (78%) were bound by both GATA2 and TAL1 in G1E cells and by both GATA1 and TAL1 in G1E-ER4+E2 cells (group 7). This is consistent with GATA2 binding to specific DNA segments and recruiting TAL1 in progenitor cells, followed by replacement of GATA2 by GATA1 and retention of TAL1 in differentiating erythroblasts, resulting in increased expression of the genes. Another 22 induced genes retained TAL1 after GATA1 binding, with no clear signal for GATA2 in the progenitor cells (group 8). In 22 cases (groups 5 and 6), TAL1 was recruited de novo to genes occupied by GATA1.

Dissociation of TAL1 upon binding of GATA1 was strongly associated with gene repression, but it accounted for a smaller fraction of repressed genes than the TAL1 retention-recruitment model for induction. Only 56 of the 100 most strongly repressed genes were bound by GATA1 in their neighborhoods (Fig. 6, group 1), which means that almost half (44%) were regulated either distally by GATA1 or by indirect effects (group 2). Of the 56 repressed genes under local control by GATA1, 17 (30%) were bound by TAL1 in G1E cells but not in G1E-ER4+E2 cells (groups 9 and 10). Another 15 (27%) were bound by TAL1 in both cell lines (groups 7 and 8). However, the level of TAL1 on the repressed genes was lower in the differentiating cells than in the progenitors in all 15 cases. Thus a total of 32 cases (57% of the 56) showed either a loss or reduction in TAL1 in the neighborhood of genes repressed by GATA1 and under local control involving GATA1. Also, at least 16 GATA1-repressed genes were bound by GATA2 and TAL1 in G1E cells (groups 7 and 10). Thus for at least 16 cases (29% of the 56), it appears that GATA2 binding in the progenitor cells was associated with recruitment of TAL1 to the genes, and these were actively expressed. Restoration and activation of GATA1 replaced GATA2 and led to loss or reduction in TAL1, along with a significant reduction in expression of the gene.

It is notable that a substantial fraction of the genes with local control by GATA1 was previously bound by GATA2 in G1E cells (group 3). In particular, this is the case for at least one-third (18 of 56) of the most strongly repressed genes and almost one-half (40 of 86) of the most highly induced genes under local control by GATA1. Furthermore, 2165 (44%) of the 4904 GATA2-occupied segments in G1E cells switch to GATA1 occupancy in G1E-ER4+E2 cells. This shows that the replacement of GATA2 by GATA1 during erythroid differentiation is a common event.

A similar analysis was conducted for all the 2773 induced, 3555 repressed, and 3481 nonresponsive genes. The same trends were observed for this much larger set of genes as were seen for the highly regulated genes (Supplemental Fig. 15).

**Discussion**

Our genome-wide measurements on the levels of DNase hypersensitivity, histone modifications, and occupancy by key transcription factors allow us to study the connections among these epigenetic features and gene regulation during erythroid differentiation on a comprehensive scale. We find that for most of the genome, including the vast majority of genes, the chromatin state profiles were established in the *Gata1* knock-out G1E cells, which are a model for proliferating progenitors. These profiles distinguish silenced from expressed genes, but the profiles changed little during differentiation of G1E-ER4 cells. Similarly, little change was observed in the patterns of DNase hypersensitivity during this period of differentiation. The establishment of activating histone marks and DNase hypersensitivity in erythroid progenitors, before large changes in gene expression, was described previously for the *Hbα* complex in the erythroid lineage (Anguita et al. 2004), and we find that it applies to most erythroid genes. While the levels of some histone modifications, especially H3K4 trimethylation, are highly correlated with amounts of expression, substantial changes...
in these levels during induction or repression were observed for only a few loci, such as \(Hbb-b1\), \(Epb4.9\), and \(Btg2\), and even these changes occurred in DNase hypersensitive chromatin. It is possible that larger changes occur at later times, but our results clearly show that substantial alterations in gene expression do not require large changes in histone modifications.

In agreement with our studies on erythroid differentiation, recent evidence indicates that chromatin states play a largely permissive (or nonpermissive in the case of silencing) role in the regulation in multiple cell types. Treatment of prostate cancer cells with androgen causes the androgen receptor to bind predominantly to positioned nucleosomes already methylated at the histone H3K4 (He et al. 2010). In mammary adenocarcinoma cells, the glucocorticoid receptor binds mainly at DHSs present before hormone treatment (John et al. 2011).

The fact that most of the chromatin state profiles do not change during the G1E model of erythroid differentiation raises the question of the stage at which the state profiles are established. The profiles were observed in G1E cells, which are a model of multipotential myeloid progenitor cell line generated from a multipotential myeloid progenitor cell line generated from null mice, which make none of the ETS family transcription factor PU.1 encoded by \(Sfpi1\) (Walsh et al. 2002). After restoration of PU.1, these cells can differentiate into either mast cells or macrophages. In contrast to the results we see for erythroid differentiation after commitment, restoration of PU.1 in these multipotential progenitors leads to monomethylation of a substantial subset (43%) of the DNA segments bound by PU.1 (Heinz et al. 2010). Thus in progenitors not yet committed to one cell lineage, a key lineage-determining transcription factor, in combination with other factors, can play a pioneer role and alter the local chromatin structure around enhancers. However, despite evidence that it can stimulate chromatin remodeling and gene activation when introduced into nonerythroid cells (Layon et al. 2007), GATA1 is not playing a pioneer role after lineage commitment, during differentiation from erythroid progenitors to erythroblasts.

Whereas alterations in chromatin state are not the dominant trend during regulation of gene expression after commitment to the erythroid lineage, the choreography of transcription factor binding to the genes (and distally) appears to play a more direct role in the mechanisms of regulation. Our comprehensive study of the dynamics of transcription factor occupancy in this cell model for erythroid differentiation confirms previous results (Wozniak et al. 2008; Cheng et al. 2009; Tripic et al. 2009; Soler et al. 2010) and firmly establishes the paradigm of GATA1-TAL1 co-occupancy as a mechanism for induction genome-wide. Furthermore, a large majority of the induced genes co-occupied by GATA1 and TAL1 are already occupied by TAL1 in the proliferating progenitors, confirming previous deductions that TAL1 occupancy precedes GATA1 at many sites (Wozniak et al. 2008; Kassouf et al. 2010). At least 40% of these DNA segments are co-occupied by GATA2 and TAL1 in the progenitors. These data and complementary results (Wilson et al. 2010) strongly support GATA2 as an important determinant of TAL1 occupancy in erythroid progenitors. Binding of TAL1 by its association with other sequence-specific binding proteins such as GATA2 helps explain why the DNA binding domain of TAL1 is dispensable for some functions (Porcher et al. 1999; Kassouf et al. 2008).

A smaller proportion of repressed genes appear to be direct targets of GATA1 (56%). Of these, a sizable majority show either a loss or reduction in the levels of TAL1 occupancy upon repression, confirming genome-wide that GATA1 occupancy without TAL1 is a common mechanism for direct repression by GATA1 (Jing et al. 2008; Wozniak et al. 2008; Tripic et al. 2009; Soler et al. 2010).

Chromatin containing silenced genes in the G1E cell system can have the Polycomb modification, trimethylation at H3K27, or a combination of Polycomb marks and bivalents, as described in multiple cell types previously (Muller et al. 2002; Schotta et al. 2002; Bernstein et al. 2006). We also observe a category of low expression genes with partial coverage by Polycomb and coverage by the trithorax marks (methylation of H3K4) in other parts of the genome neighborhoods, and occupancy by TAL1 and/or GATA1 is displayed on the set of brown arrows (indicating gene neighborhoods), and occupancy by TAL1 and/or GATA2 is displayed on the set of orange arrows (indicating gene neighborhoods). Considering the 100 most number of occupied segments for each TF within each gene neighborhood is indicated by the appropriate colored circle (red for GATA1, green for TAL1, and pink for GATA2). Considering the 100 most induced genes (red bars), the 100 most repressed genes (blue bars), and the 100 least responsive genes (yellow bars), the bar graph on the right shows the number of genes in each response category that shows the indicated patterns of occupancy.
gene. We refer to this state profile as “antagonistic” because these modifications associated with repression and activation are acting on different parts of the gene. The net effect is low expression. This antagonistic category appears to represent a novel chromatin state profile for repression. Some of the genes with the “antagonistic” profile show the largest fold-inductions in expression during differentiation.

Another category of silenced genes has no substantial signal for any of the four modifications examined; this chromatin state predominates across the erythroid genome. Other recent studies that include larger numbers of modifications still leave a substantial portion of the genome largely devoid of modifications (Ernst and Kellis 2010; Filion et al. 2010). These very low signal states may reflect a highly condensed conformation of chromatin that is largely not accessible to histone modifying enzymes, transcription factors, or RNA polymerase. If so, DNA within these low signal regions may be transcriptionally silent because of physical inaccessibility. However, with the existing data we cannot exclude the possibility that the lack of signals in this state results from limitations of the current ChIP-seq technique. For example, the DNA in these chromatin regions may be less effectively extracted because of their high level of condensation, leading to under-representation in the ChIP sample. Also, these low signal regions are enriched in repetitive sequences, and alignment of the sequence reads against the genome may be less effective. In addition, a better investigation of this low signal state would require examination of more epigenetic features, such as H3K36 trimethylation, which is associated with elongating transcriptional elongation.

While the current presentation has focused on large-scale trends in the dynamics of epigenetic features during erythroid differentiation, each of almost 16,000 genes has its own pattern. The genome-wide data on which this article is based should be valuable for many studies of individual genes and groups of genes. Thus the data are available both on a custom installation based on the UCSC Genome Browser (assemblies mm8 and mm9; http://main.genome-browser.bx.psu.edu/), and they are being provided to the UCSC Genome Browser itself (assembly mm9; http://genome.ucsc.edu/).

Methods

ChIP (Cheng et al. 2009), peak calling for transcription factor occupancy (Zhang et al. 2008; Chen and Zhang 2010), DNase-seq (Boyle et al. 2008a), and identification of DNase hypersensitive sites (Boyle et al. 2008b) were done using previously described methods. Details on these and other methods are in the Supplemental Material.

A multivariate HMM (Ernst and Kellis 2010) was used to segment the genome into different chromatin states based on four histone modifications and ChIP “input” (the genomic background of mapped reads not enriched by ChIP). The input for learning the model was a binarization on the counts of mapped sequencing reads of each histone modification and the ChIP “input” in every 200-bp window over the entire mapped genome. The binarization threshold was determined separately for each modification and the ChIP “input” in each cell type based on a Poisson background model and significance threshold of 10^{-17} (Ernst and Kellis 2010). The model was learned jointly from G1E and G1E-ER4 cell line data, giving a single model with a common set of emission parameters and transition parameters, which was then used to produce segmentations in both cell types based on the most likely state assignment of the model. Models with up to 20 states were considered using the model parameter learning and nested parameter initialization procedure (with Euclidean distance) previously described (Ernst and Kellis 2010). We selected a six-state model as it appeared most parsimonious in the sense that all six states had clearly distinct emission properties, while the interpretability of distinction between states in models with additional states was less clear.

Data access

Mapped sequencing reads are available from the NCBI Gene Expression Omnibus (GEO) (http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/geo) under accession number GSE30142. Reads, peak calls, and signal tracks are also available from our customized Genome Browser (http://main.genome-browser.bx.psu.edu/), the UCSC Genome Browser (http://genome.ucsc.edu/) and a library in Galaxy (http://main.g2.bx.psu.edu/library).
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